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Webster’s Dictionary defines
the word “release” as “a
device adapted to hold or

release a mechanism as required”
and “to discharge from obligation
and responsibility”. While the T.R.U.
Ball Releases manufactured by
Tomorrow’s Resources Unlimited Inc.
(T.R.U. Inc.), fit the first part of that
definition the company philosophy is
in total disagreement with the sec-
ond. T.R.U. Ball’s leader are not con-
tent to simply make a “good release”
they are passionate about making the
best release on the market and in
doing so willingly take full responsi-
bility for constantly improving their
designs to meet the needs of today’s
archers.

While the name T.R.U. Ball first
came upon the archery scene in 1995
its beginning dates back to 1985
when Greg Summers started a
machining “job shop” with his broth-
er and father, as minor shareholders,
named the S & S Machine Company.
For those not familiar with the term
“job shop” it is commonly used to
describe machine shops that special-
ize in being able to quickly provide
precision machinery components on
an as needed basis for a variety of

manufacturers. “Job shopping” is
much more challenging than typical
production machining because the
“job shopper” needs a wide variety of
machining skills as well as a working
knowledge of product design. While
Greg Summers had all of these quali-
fications he soon learned that the
term “job shopping” also meant look-
ing for jobs to keep his machines run-
ning.

“My dad was a machine shop
foreman when I was growing up and
he worked hard to  support a family
of six kids,” said Greg Summers,
President of both T.R.U. Ball and the
S & S Machine Company. “There was-
n’t any money to go to college so I
worked in the machine shop.
Because my dad was the foreman I
could never move to the next
machine until I could not only oper-
ate the machine to which I was
assigned but do it better then anyone
else. While I had been a machinist for
years and was confident in my ability
to get the job done I had no sales
experience. I must admit that owning
my own business and having to iden-
tify and call upon customers was
challenging and at
times intimidating. It

was a struggle and I had a wife and
young family to support. Soon I was
second guessing my decision to go
into business for myself.”

“My wife was very supportive in
spite of the difficult times,” Summers
continued. “She made up index cards

T.R.U. Inc. is passionate about

The “Ball” in T.R.U. Ball is central to
approximately 80 percent of T.R.U. Ball
releases. The ball shown here between the
spring and the trigger mechanism rests at
the base of the jaws and holds them
closed. When the trigger is depressed the
spring moves the ball releasing the jaws.
This ball design allows the jaws to move
independently and does not transmit
torque or misalignment to the shot result-
ing in more consistency and improved
accuracy.

S&S Machine Company and T.R.U. Ball are two separate companies
both of which operate under the direction of Greg Summers as Owner
and President. The businesses are located in the picturesque country-
side of Virginia, in Madison Heights near the city of Lynchburg.

The fact that T.R.U. Ball stays on the cutting edge of technol-
ogy was evident the day ArrowTrade arrived at the plant.
Employees were busy unpacking a new machining center that
had just been unloaded.
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with bible verses and placed them on
a key chain for me to carry for inspi-
ration when I got feeling low and I
must admit that in the beginning
they got a lot of use. I will never forget
the first job I landed. Standing in the
lobby of a manufacturing facility the
receptionist told me that the owner
was too busy to see me that day. As I
was walking across the parking lot to
my car I could feel the pressure of
concern and self doubt building.
Suddenly the receptionist called to
me from the front door and asked if I
could please come back for a
moment. She said that the owner had
changed his mind and wanted to talk
to me. I was always thankful that I
wasn’t walking too fast that day. That
first job led to another and another
which soon blended into long hours

and a lot of hard work but the busi-
ness began to flourish. By 1987, S & S
Machine had grown to 20 employees
and needed to expand necessitating
the move to the present location.”  

In 1991 Greg Summers received
the area’s first ever Small Business
Man of the Year award presented by
the local Chamber of Commerce and
the stage was being set for the birth of
T.R.U. Ball.

“By 1995 the S & S Machine
Company was manufacturing com-
ponents for a number of manufactur-
ers including Sightmaster, the maker
of quality archery sights at that time,”
Summers explained. “The competi-
tion for job shop work was increasing

making better release aids
By John Kasun

Shooting Staff Coordinator Randy
Summers (white shirt) and Assembly
Supervisor Scott Markham (red shirt)
demonstrate a release to a shooter at a
national archery tournament. T.R.U. Ball
supports its Shooting Staff at all ASA and
IBO National Triple Crown events, as well
as at several NFAA tournaments.

Mark Rentz, Head Designer for T.R.U. Ball is shown here hard at work on a new design.
Rentz’s computer programs allow him to not only design new releases but actually oper-
ate and view the internal mechanisms on the screen. This enables him to identify and
correct design problems before the first prototype is produced.
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steadily and I knew that it would be
necessary to expand my customer
base. Being a bowhunter I naturally

looked towards the archery market
and decided to design a mechanical
release system based on an entirely
new concept; a ball. By installing
small balls directly on the bowstring
and using a release head that accept-
ed those balls we completely elimi-

nated string wear
and the possibili-

ty of a moving nocking point both of
which were common with the ball
bearing and caliper mechanical
releases that were the rage at the
time.”

“To be successful a ‘job shop’ has
to produce finished product quickly
and I knew that we had to apply the
same logic to our proposed line of

Circle 163 on Response Card for Parker Compound Bows

S&S Machine welder Dennis Hudnall prepares the surface of a
part that will be welded to a water pipe valve actuator. S&S
Machine has customers in the nuclear, consumer goods, infant for-
mula and robotics industries besides its work for the T.R.U. Ball
archery product line.

CNC Machinist Adam Kidd checks the specs on a caliper
jaw with his micrometer between machine runs. T.R.U. Ball
release parts are constantly monitored for quality and consis-
tency to provide shooters with dependable products.

LEFT: Jets of lubricating coolant allow a machining center to quickly cut the holes in
housing for a release. CENTER: This ST-4 release housing is machined from a solid
block. Shown in the lower half of the photo is the housing at the completion of the
first operation. At top is the housing after it has been machined internally and is
ready to be matched with it mating half. RIGHT: These release housings, completely
machined and polished, will be sent out for the anodize finish to be applied.
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releases,” Summers stressed. “The
first T.R.U. Ball releases were on the
drawing board in December of 1994
and by May of 1995 we had the prod-
uct on the market complete with

packaging. Our first big show was at
the Archery Shooters Association
event in Ashville, North Carolina. The
night before the event opened my
staff and I were in the motel room
feverishly putting releases in our new
package and we didn’t finish until
well past midnight.”

“In spite of my enthusiasm and

confidence in the ball system I mis-
judged the market,” Summers
smiled. “While archers like to try new
gadgets they do not readily accept
new concepts. Although our release
designs were based on solid engi-

Circle 143 on Response Card

ABOVE: By removing one half of
the housing on this ST-4 release
we get a peek at the release’s
internal components. This view
illustrates just how complicated
and jam-packed the release
mechanism has to be to still fit
ergonomically in the hands of the
shooter.

PHOTO LEFT: Assembly
Technician Amy Steele attaches a
buckle strap to a Stinger release.
Amy also fills orders for pack-
aged releases with average
of one to two-day turnaround.
T.R.U.Ball stresses customer ser-
vice and prides itself on the quick
filling of orders.

Keith Davis heads the quality control
department that serves both S&S
Machine Company and T.R.U. Ball. In
addition to Keith’s quality inspections
each machine operator also performs
periodic checks during their shift to
ensure parts are to being machined to
exact specifications.

Wade Viar is a recent high school gradu-
ate and a member of the local Monacan
Indian nation. He is seen here threading a
Copperhead Xtra head onto a Velcro
strap. He has been assembling T.R.U. Ball
releases for over a year.
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neering, their concepts were ahead of
their time and not as successful as I
had hoped. I realized that we had to
change our approach and expand our
line with new products but I was not

willing to simply make another
release. I wanted to design releases
that allowed the archer to shoot bet-
ter not just because he was shooting a
release but because the release fit his

shooting style and actually helped
eliminate errors through its design.
After our initial releases were met
with less then overwhelming enthu-
siasm we stepped back and designed

Every T.R.U. Ball release goes through a number of checks before it is
approved for shipment. The device above test the release’s ability to hold
under a load without failing. (See insert for a close up of the release in
test.)PHOTO RIGHT: Assembly Technician Jared Kidd (foreground-red shirt)
uses an indicator to set each set screw to the factory-suggested sensitivity
setting while Aaron Turner (background-brown shirt) uses an arbor press to
insert dowels in each release head.

X2™ HYBRID Archery Series
Hard-shell protection

with soft-sided flexibility...
There’s nothing like it!™

1-888-70SPORT   www.doskosport.com
© 2006 Doskocil Manufacturing Company
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pockets
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a caliper release with a major
improvement. A ‘ball’ built into the
head allowed each release jaw to
operate independently when the trig-
ger was pulled. This design prevented
any jaw misalignment induced by
torque on the draw from affecting the
shot. To place arrow after arrow on
the mark either in 3D, shooting paper
targets or when hunting the archer
has to be consistent but so does his
equipment. Consistency is T.R.U.
Ball’s goal and we do that by working
closely with Pro shooters to learn
what they need to allow them to
shoot more consistently and by mon-
itoring forums like Archery Talk to see
what’s needed and desired by the
archery community. T.R.U. Ball stays
involved in the sport on every level
and constantly strives to ensure what
we do is the best we can do each time
and every time. Nothing any less is
acceptable”

It is hard to spend any time with
the folks at T.R.U. Ball without being
caught up in their passion for pro-

ducing a quality product specifically
designed for consistency. As I sat with
Greg Summers he kept up an endless
stream of chatter about angles,
torque, pressures and a variety of
other terms related to the design and
manufacture of the mechanical
release. Like a magician he pulled
from his pockets and desk drawers a
steady stream of prototype releases
with offers to try this or that. His

hands moved quickly as he drew
sketches on his desk pad explaining
how important it is that a release be
properly designed so as to give the
shooter consistency. He stressed the
importance of ergonomics and the
fact that T.R.U. Ball releases are
ergonomically designed to work with
the archer’s shooting style as opposed
to requiring the archer to make form
adjustments to fit the release. Any

President and owner Greg Summers is a hands on manager. Here Greg, left, instructs
CNC machinists Thomas Brown, center and Ray Burford, right, on the proper inspection
method for caliper jaws. While Thomas came to the company with experience, Ray has
moved to the CNC machining department after taking several classes at the local com-
munity college and proving himself in the assembly department.

Dave Mosteller operates the laser
engraver that burns the T.R.U. Ball logo
into each release. Dave is shown here
preparing the next load of releases for the
engraving operation. The laser operating
below has a dua head and can engrave a
tray of 12 releases in just seconds.

This close-up of T.R.U. Ball’s new HT ten-
sion release shows the built-in laser-
engraved visual indicator which will help
determine the releases sensitivity setting.
The sensitivity can be micro-adjusted with
one screw that can be turned in to make
the release hotter or backed out to make
the release slower.
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time a shooter has to alter his natural
style to fit the release it induces stress
into the shot and opens up the

opportunity for error. 
Every T.R.U. Ball release is

designed with features to eliminate

the possibility for errors.  Rotating
heads and non-moving triggers that
do not collapse on the shot eliminate
torque and promote shot consisten-
cy. Teflon coated funnel shaped jaws
ensure the same “grip” on the bow-
string or string loop each time result-
ing in constant speed and improved
accuracy. Releases offering a parallel
rope configuration during the draw
eliminate the string crawl that
changes shot timing, which is critical
for target and 3D shooters.
Interchangeable heads and springs
on some models as well as a variety of
straps allows the shooter to select the
exact release to suit their needs
whether hunting or on the range. 

The evidence that T.R.U. Ball is
doing something right is supported
by their sales figures. In the ten years
that T.R.U. Ball releases have been on
the market, sales volume has
increased approximately 450 percent
with 2006 slated to set yet another
record. Today 60 percent of S & S
Machine Company business is
directly related to archery product

The community and industry awards on
display in T.R.U. Ball’s entrance are testi-
mony not only to T.R.U. Ball’s product
excellence and dedication to the archery
industry but to its community involvement
as well. In addition to being an excellent
provider of employment for the young
people of the area the company sponsors
a Gold ‘A’ award for any student at the
local high school who achieves a 3.75
grade point average or better.

Brian Summers, Office Manager and Kelly
Summers, Data Entry Specialist are co-
workers as well as brother and sister.
While working with family members could
present a problem for some families the
Summers family works well as a team.

“Since I switched to Grim Reaper®, every deer and
turkey has dropped within sight. Every single one!”  

-Jamie Wilkerson, KY

“Neither my Grizzly or Mountain Goat went over 60
yards after being hit with a Grim Reaper®.” 

- Allen Bolen, UT

“With Grim Reaper® broadheads every animal has fall-
en within sight of my stand.” 

- Chuck Williams, KY

“With Grim Reaper®, we have far more video footage
of deer actually going down than we’ve ever had
before.”

-Garry Fuller,
Chase Outdoors TV Show  
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sales. Greg Summers gives the credit
for that success to the team effort of
his organization. “We are a team and
everyone does his part,” he said
proudly. 

Marc Rentz is T.R.U. Ball’s head
design engineer. With a background
as a tool and die maker Rentz spent
several years traveling all over the
world for the condenser coil industry.
When he came to S & S Machine in
1987, (prior to T.R.U. Ball), Rentz
brought with him the ability of a pre-
cision machinist and the innovative
mind of a designer. 

“My priority in design is the eco-
nomical production of a quality
product,” Rentz said. “Anyone can get
an idea; the challenge is putting that
idea into a usable form that can be
manufactured. I would say that 75 to
80 percent of our design ideas come
from shooters who ask, ‘Can you do
this or can you make a release that
does that?’  Skilled shooters have
heightened senses and they notice
small things that the average shooter
may not. However if we incorporate
their observations into a release we

have found that it is
a better release for
everyone. Our
designs are always
based on ergonom-
ics or how does it fit
and how does it
feel. We constantly
strive to eliminate
torque and twist
from the release as
that is the enemy of
accuracy and con-
sistency. We also
continue to make
improvements to
our quality and tol-
erances. Added up,
even the smallest
i m p r o v e m e n t s
mean a better product.”

Instead of using paper and pencil
to design the releases everything at
T.R.U. Ball is done using the latest
computer design programs. As a for-
mer mechanical designer I must
admit that I was fascinated when
Rentz showed me his 3D SolidWorks
computer program. Utilizing the pro-
gram Rentz is able to not only design
a release but is able to actually
assemble and operate it right on the
computer. The program allows him

to see inside the release to determine
clearances and proper fits of the
moving parts to ensure smooth, fail-
safe operation. It also allows the
determination of the proper materi-
als including which material is best
suited for each part depending upon
the stresses involved and the strength
required. Upon completion of the
design the computer can transmit
machining data directly to an auto-
mated machining center which in
turn can produce the finished part

without the aid of a
man-made drawing
or machine-side
input.

Now if that
seems like a lot of
mumbo- jumbo let
me give it another
try. When develop-
ing a new concept or
prototype it is possi-
ble to go from an
idea to a finished
working prototype in
two to three days.
This same process

This is an overview of
a portion of S&S
Machine Company’s
machine shop. S&S
Machine Company
produces a variety of
precision components
for various industries
as well as the compo-
nents for T.R.U. Ball
releases.

Nathan Adams is T.R.U. Ball’s talented graphic designer.
Nathan’s responsibilities include ad development, shooter pro-
motion and designing and maintaining T.R.U. Balls website,
which under his direction has a fresh new face. Check it out at
www.truball.com.
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could take two to three months if
each part required a man made
machining drawing and machining
operational sheet. This process
allows T.R.U. Ball to reduce the proto-
type machining required and allows
new ideas and products to be
brought to the marketplace ahead of
the competition while quickly pro-
viding the archer with the latest in
technology hot off the press or in this
case the computer.  Using the latest
in computer technology as well as
automated machining centers T.R.U.
Ball keeps current with the latest
technology and provides customers a
superior product at an affordable
price.

Actively supporting both profes-
sional and amateur shooters as well
as the dealer is the heart of T.R.U.
Ball’s involvement within the archery
industry. “In 2005 we sponsored 15
pro shooters who captured 27 of the
33 first places nationally, five of six
first places in world competition and
six of six first places in Shooter of the
Year competition in the men’s,
women’s and senior pro classes,” said
Randy Summers, who handles large
company contracts and monitors the
shooters program for T.R.U. Ball. 

“Over the past ten years T.R.U.
Ball has paid out nearly $800,000 in
contingency moneys to competitive
shooters.” Randy continued. “We also
have over 1875 shooters registered at
this time in our Shooter Program. To

be involved in our program the
shooter must agree to use and pro-
mote T.R.U. Ball releases and must be
sponsored by a dealer. Once regis-
tered the shooter receives a shooter
number which permits the shooter to
purchase T.R.U.Ball products at a 30
percent discount when the order is
accompanied by his registered shoot-
er number. While this benefits the
shooter directly the sponsoring deal-
er is not left out. A credit for the pur-
chase is also sent to the sponsoring

dealer so it is a win-win situation. The
program rewards T.R.U. Ball’s loyal
customers and dealers by both sup-
porting the dealer and helping to
keep them strong.”

Among T.R.U. Ball’s sponsored
shooters are Dan McCarthy, 2004
Rookie of the Year, 2005 ASA World
Champion and ASA Shooter of the
Year and Jeff Hopkins 2005 IBO World
Champ and 2005 National Champ.

The responsibility for the final
assembly of T.R.U. Ball releases falls

Circle 2 on Response Card

1029 S. Jackson St. • Janesville, WI  53546 • (608) 757-8153 • www.rinehart3-d.com
PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.

When it comes to 
making greater profits— 

Rinehart’s new 18-1
is an easy target.

DEALERS, NOW YOU CAN 
MAKE EVEN MORE MONEY 
THAN EVER BEFORE — THANKS
TO OUR EXCLUSIVE 18-1 SOLID
RINEHART FOAM TARGETS.
The Rinehart 18-1 target offers your 
customers the ultimate in easy arrow
pull (whether shooting with field points,
broadheads or expandables) and it’s
portable and weatherproof, too. But
best of all, the Rinehart 18-1 stands up
and outlasts the competition hands down. 

For year-round sales, be sure to call 
(608) 757-8153 today and stock up on 
the hottest selling archery targets in the industry.

SHOOT OUT ONE RINEHART SIDE, 
ROTATE IT 45° FOR A NEW TARGET WITH

NEW FOAM. IT’S THAT EASY!

THE BEST ARCHERY TARGETS IN THE WORLD

ST-4 assembled releases are lined up
awaiting final inspection, packaging and
shipment to dealers.
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to Scott Markham, manager of the
assembly department. “Our man-
power varies according to the time of
year and product demand and our
assembly team is comprised of both
part and full-time employees num-
bering about 30,” said Markham.
“Most of our assemblers are high
school students working part-time or
college students that squeeze in as
many hours as they can. Often some
of these part-timers return for a full-
time job when they finish their edu-
cation. We maintain a flexible sched-
ule that suits their educational
responsibilities and our production
needs. T.R.U. Ball has a reputation for
being a great place to work so we
have a large labor pool from which to
choose and our turn-over is nil.”

“Assembling releases requires
precision, good eyesight and finger
dexterity,” explained Markham.
“These young people are well suited
for this type of work and they do an
excellent job. Each person is respon-
sible to check the work of those who
performed the previous operation
and every 30 minutes the entire
assembly line is checked to ensure
each operation is being performed
according to a written set of specifi-
cations.”

If there was ever a doubt in my
mind about the difficulty of assem-
bling a precision release it disap-
peared when Ben Summers, Director
of Marketing, allowed me to assem-
ble my own release. At my age it
seems as if my eyes and fingers had a
mind of their own as I struggled try-
ing to align those tiny parts and
springs inside the release housing.
After a few minutes I gained a new
respect for those youngsters who
made this assembly job look so easy.
After some time I finally got the

release assembled and although Ben
congratulated me he added that I
should not quit my day job. (In addi-
tion to his duties as Marketing
Director Ben also serves on the Board
of Directors of the Archery Trade
Association helping the industry’s
continuing efforts to grow the sport
of archery and bowhunting. Check
out  for the latest information in
Industry News, ATA News & Views
and on the web at www.archery-
trade.org)      

Not one to rest on its laurels
T.R.U. Ball is constantly developing
new products, making improvements
to and offering new versions of exist-
ing products. For example last year’s
popular Copperhead is now available
in a forward trigger version called the
Copperhead Xtra giving the archer
the choice of different versions of this
popular release that best suits his
shooting style and setup. The ST-3
and ST-4 join the popular Sabretooth
in offering the Boss/Xtreme cocking
mechanism and T.R.U. Balls Spring
Change System which gives the
shooter changeable springs with a
total adjustment range from 1 ounce

Assembly Supervisor Scott Markham, left and Kelly Summers, Data Entry Specialist,
right, double check a shipment against the original order to ensure accuracy. T.R.U. Ball
takes every step required to ensure accurate filling of orders and quick shipment.

Ben Summers, Director of Marketing for
T.R.U. Ball, left, gives ArrowTrade’s John
Kasun some hands on guidance in the art
of release assembly. Although it took
some time I finally got my release assem-
bled.
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to 9 pounds.   
Available for the 2006 hunting

season is the new Illuminator release.
The Illuminator is a Copperhead
release that can be used as a glove or
concho release both of which can be
fitted with an integral blue light if
desired. The built-in light gives the
bow hunter a readily accessible light
source that because of the blue color
will not interfere with his night
vision. The Illuminator is just another
innovative idea from T.R.U. Ball.

Also in the works is a new line of
precision hunting and target sights
which are yet to be named. Having
had the opportunity to see the new
sight designs I can safely say that like
the other T.R.U.Ball products they are
of cutting edge design and of the
highest quality.

For the back tension shooter a
new release called the HT will be
coming your way shortly. The HT is a
marriage between the BT Gold and
the Sweet Spot II. The HT incorpo-
rates a small built-in dial in the
release’s adjustment that provides the
shooter with a visual reference as to
the release’s sensitivity setting. The
sensitivity can be micro-adjusted
with one screw that can be turned in
to make the release hotter or backed
out to make the release slower. That
seems to take back tension releases

to a new level of sophistication.
To keep pace with increasing

demands for T.R.U. Ball releases and
the growing line of quality products a
plant expansion is presently under-
way that will add an additional 10,000
square feet of manufacturing facility.

My visit would not have been
complete unless I asked where the
name T.R.U. Ball came from. Ben
Summers, Marketing Director,
explained that in 1994 he was the edi-
tor of his class yearbook, the theme of
which was, “It Has To Be True”. Ben
suggested to his father that truth
should be incorporated into the com-
pany name. The acronym T.R.U.
which stands for Tomorrow’s
Resources Unlimited was combined
with the word Ball which symbolizes
the ball that is central to approxi-
mately 80 percent of the releases pro-
duced by T.R.U. Ball.  

S & S Machine Company and
T.R.U. Ball have approximately 65 full
and part time employees and the
company takes a very active role in
their community. In addition to being

an excellent provider of employment
for the young people of the area the
company sponsors a Gold ‘A’ award
for any student at the local high
school who achieves a 3.75 grade
point average or better. T.R.U. Ball
remains loyal to its name and is true
to its customers, its dealers as well as
to the community where it operates. 

T.R.U. Ball is located in the pic-
turesque Virginia countryside in
Madison Heights just outside of
Lynchburg.  For the latest informa-
tion on T.R.U. Balls releases and asso-
ciated archery products contact the
company by phone, (434) 929-2800,
by fax at (434) 929-3864 or check out
the web site at www.truball.com. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Norway Industries  •  www.duravanes.com  •  1-800-778-4755

New from the makers of 
DURAVANES!  A vane that 
can stand up to the harshest 
equipment and use….the 
SAVAGE is the same familiar 
shape with surprising durability.  
These vanes hold their 
own when used with 
biscuit-style rests 
and any target 
on the 
market.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG

Available in eight popular 4” colors: 
white, flo yellow, lime, flo red, red, 
blue, green and black.

The Illuminator is a Copperhead release
that can be used as a glove or concho
release both of which can be fitted with an
integral blue light if desired. The built-in
light gives the bowhunter a readily acces-
sible light source that because of the blue
color will not interfere with night vision.
The Illuminator is just another innovative
idea from T.R.U. Ball.
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